INTEGRATED LOW-WEIGHT FIFTH WHEEL SLIDER SYSTEM (ILS)
HOLLAND INTEGRATED LOW-WEIGHT SLIDER SYSTEM (ILS) – MAXIMIZES WEIGHT SAVINGS

The Holland ILS Fifth Wheel Slider System provides significant weight savings when compared to traditional fifth wheel slider assemblies.

NEW BUSHING DESIGN
improves the life of the bushings and provides lateral and vertical cushioning.

OUTBOARD ILS
XA-J824

INTEGRATED TILT STOPS
AND SLIDE STOPS

QUICK & EASY BRACKET
HEIGHT CHANGE
Slide brackets can be changed with minimal time and effort. Brackets bolt on through the top and can be changed in 15 minutes or less.

IMPRESSIVE AIR CYLINDER
provides a smaller footprint and fits neatly under the top plate to keep it protected from damage and debris.

Inboard ILS
XA-H824

HOLLAND FW17
LIGHTWEIGHT CAST STEEL
FIFTH WHEEL

HOLLAND FW35
HOLLAND’S MOST VERSATILE
FIFTH WHEEL

HOLLAND FW31
NO GREASE WITH HOLLAND’S
TRUE NO-LUBE FIFTH WHEEL

FIFTH WHEEL PART NUMBER
FW**J712XL00
FW**J724XL00
FW**J736XL00
FW**J748XL00
FW**J912XL00
FW**J924XL00
FW**J936XL00
FW**J948XL00

SLIDE HEIGHT/TRAVEL
7” Height/12” Travel
7” Height/24” Travel
7” Height/36” Travel
7” Height/48” Travel
8” Height/12” Travel
8” Height/24” Travel
8” Height/36” Travel
8” Height/48” Travel

SLIDE HEIGHT/TRAVEL
9” Height/12” Travel
9” Height/24” Travel
9” Height/36” Travel
9” Height/48” Travel

** Fifth Wheel Models: 17, AL, 31, or 35.

Notes:
For inboard mount slider, replace “J” in part number with “H”.
For air release, replace 00 at end of part number with 80.

Note: Equipment and specifications shown in this brochure are subject to change without notice. Consult with your Kenworth dealer at time of ordering for standard and optional equipment.